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PW100 AND PW150

SETTING INDUSTRY BENCHMARKS
Pratt & Whitney’s commitment to performance and innovation has set the standard
in regional aviation. Thoughtfully engineered to consume up to 40% less fuel and generate
up to 50% fewer CO2 emissions, our turboprop engine family has the lightest impact
on the environment. With industry-leading dispatch reliability and a comprehensive suite
of engine services, we keep your costs low and help to propel your business forward.

EQUIP YOUR FLEET AT WWW.PWC.CA/PW100-150
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Regional Airlines
			See Bright Future

NASHVILLE—Leaders of North America’s regional
airlines expressed optimism about the future of the
industry, citing the strong interest mainline carriers
have in partnering with regionals to extend networks
via quality, seamless products offered by regional
operators.
“I’m very optimistic,” Republic Airways CEO Bryan
Bedford said at the first-ever CEO panel at an RAA
Annual Convention. “I sense mainline partners’ optimism on wanting to continue to grow. The discussion is
now much more on the quality of the product and the
seamlessness of it, and that forces us to do better.”
The pilot shortage remains a challenge for the
industry, but RAA has had great success in putting
the issue front and center and regional airlines have
offered compelling solutions, such as Republic’s
LIFT Academy, which recently celebrated its first
anniversary, Bedford and other panelists said. “We see
flight schools are full,” Bedford said. “The first step
was building awareness that there is a pilot shortage.
I think that’s a box we can check. We can see the hard
[lobbying and advocacy] work of the last four years
paying off.”

viable, achievable career to become an aviator,” RAA
Chairman and Trans States Holdings President Rick
Leach said.
Scope clauses and airport infrastructure emerged as
key challenges facing the industry during the 44th
Annual RAA Convention’s second General Session.
Ankit Gupta, vice president of domestic network
planning for United Airlines, noted that after United
had gone through a period where its market share
shrank from 22% to 16%, it introduced a growth plan
in 2016 and ensured that regional airlines were integral
to the strategy. “Almost half of United departures
are with regional aircraft. And yet while people had
thought of us as the biggest player in the biggest cities,
we hadn’t been considered that way in smaller cities.
We’re aiming to rectify that,” he explained.
As the regionals then brought more feed to the bigger
hubs, the mainline operations were able to grow too.
“Regional operators provide the access, then grow and
get to the point where we can deliver mainline services,” Gupta said. “International flows are important
too, from the hubs to the regional destinations.”

But he cautioned that regional airlines “shouldn’t rest”
on taking on the pilot shortage. RAA President and CEO
Faye Malarkey Black added: “Anybody who thinks the
pilot shortage is over has not looked very closely at the
data.”

Leach said that regional airlines “allow mainline
airlines to extend their reach without increasing
their risk,” adding: “We offer a quality product to
our partners that allow them to serve markets they
otherwise wouldn’t be able to serve.”

“We’ve got to continue to plant seeds and get the
message out to all corners of the country that this is a

The amount of regional flying United can do is, of
course, restricted by scope clauses in the mainline
continued on next page
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carrier’s labor contract with its pilots. The latest talks
on those rules is now under way at United.
Savanthi Syth, managing director-global airlines for
Raymond James & Associates, believes that there will
be few changes during this round of discussions.
“Looking at United from the outside, though, I feel that
the decision to operate the CRJ550 [a 50-seat, multiclass model with its own type certificate based on the
Bombardier CRJ700 airframe] has given them that little
bit more wiggle room to address the regional market.
There’s a real opportunity there,” Syth said.
“For our pilots,” Gupta explained, “what they care
about is job retention and how they maximize the
pilots’ incentives and benefits. On our side, we’ve had
to think about how to maximize our existing scope. And
over the last couple of years we have shown that the
regionals can work alongside the mainline. The answer
was a 50-seat, 2-class CRJ, namely the CRJ550. We
are at a disadvantage [compared with the other two big
majors] as we have more 50-seaters. And I would say
that Rick Leach [of Trans States Holdings] should get
a shout out for coming up with this 50-seat product,
which works within our scope clause and provides a
dual cabin in places where we need it the most, such
as Chicago and New York.”

He continued: “These passengers are going internationally, so this will help. Currently, to transfer to a
50-seater from a long-haul flight when you’ve paid, say
$5,000, it’s not such a pleasant experience.”
Gupta reported that United expects the first of the
CRJ550s to arrive in the autumn. They will be operated
by Trans States Holdings subsidiary GoJet Airlines.
The CRJ550 is “one of the most fascinating innovations
in this [regional] space in years,” Airlines for America
(A4A) Chief Economist John Heimlich said.
Bill Swelbar, chief industry strategist at Delta Airport
Consults, does not believe older-model 50-seat RJs
are going away any time soon, either, as the industry
has found ways to use those jets. However, he does
think that some airports to which those aircraft fly
could be in trouble. “I do believe we are going to lose
some airports along the way, although not the same
number that we originally thought,” he commented.
“Airports need more infrastructure” Swelbar said.
“92% of capacity deployed in this country touches
a large hub airport. Is there going to be space for
connections from the smaller markets to continue 10
years from now? I know quite a few medium-sized
airports that could absolutely support service to a
large hub airport. Then there are
non-hub airports which depend on the
connectivity from a large hub airport.
At some point, somebody’s going to
get crowded out. There are a few hubs
out there that are scalable, but I really
think airport infrastructure is the most
important small community issue
today.”
“I’m very optimistic about the regional
airlines over the next 10 years,” Cape
Air President Linda Markham said. “I
think we’re going to see more technology come into the industry, like electric
aircraft. It’s not far away and someone
is going to do it.”—Bernie Baldwin and
Aaron Karp
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Safety: A Team Effort
NASHVILLE—When it comes to safety, it should be
a joint effort with airlines, government agencies and
manufacturers working together to be guarantors of
industry standards designed to protect all stakeholders
as well as the flying public, according to a panel of
experts the RAA Convention.
“Data is the root of analysis,” said former FAA
Administrator Randy Babbitt, noting that the collection
of data provides guidance to regulators in setting
safety standards.
Another key element for safety has been the FAA’s
Aviation Safety Action Program (ASAP) that encourages
carriers and repair stations to voluntarily report safety
information that may be critical to identifying situations
or occurrences that could lead to accidents. It is a
way to resolve issues through corrective action rather
through discipline or punishment.
The FAA, as well as the National Transportation Safety
Board (NTSB), relies on airlines and manufacturers to
provide much of the expertise they need. The FAA’s
Organizational Delegation Authority enables aircraft
manufacturers to act as an agent on behalf of the FAA
to test a procedure or a piece of equipment. Babbitt
pointed out that the FAA has about 1,200 engineers
compared to some 40,000 employed by Boeing.

“One of the reasons we evolved ODA is because
regulators couldn’t keep up with the new technology,”
said former NTSB Chairman Christopher Hart. Congress
pushed ODA because it took the FAA so long to get an
aircraft certificated otherwise, he added.
Regarding flight training, the safety panel encouraged
the FAA to consider allowing more training hours in
high-fidelity simulators for prospective pilots. Flight
Safety Foundation CEO Hassan Shahidi explained
that the type of training matters more than hours in
flight, especially when training for severe conditions
that cannot be safely tested in flight. “Our focus has
been on the quality of hours,” he said “Are we training
for adverse conditions? Are we training for icing
situations? Are we training for flying in airspace like
New York City?”
Hart said Republic’s LIFT Academy is a good example
of pilots being trained with the same type of discipline
that is already used in the military. ”I’m glad to see
LIFT-type programs that are looking to replace that
military-type discipline on the civilian side,” he said,
adding that simulator-time should not be looked down
upon. “I’ve seen pilots with thousands of hours come
out of a simulator sweating because it’s so realistic,” he
said. —Sandra Arnoult
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ALL HANDS!

RAA Does Nashville Volunteer Activity
with MTSU Pilot and
Dispatch/ATC Students
NASHVILLE—For the past several years, RAA has built
volunteer opportunities into our program to help our
convention attendees join forces to meet a real, local
need. This year, the early September timing of our convention prompted our focus on creating back-to-school
supply kits for students to be gifted to Metro Nashville
public schools with a high proportion of students
experiencing poverty. RAA donated over 300 backpacks
and supplies and with the help of a local group, “Hands on
Nashville,” convention participants stuffed the packs and
wrote accompanying notes of encouragement for their
recipients.
In keeping with the future focus of the event, Middle
Tennessee State University sent two dozen volunteers—including student pilots and aspiring dispatch
professionals—to help out. The students and other
conventiongoers bonded over inspiring and supporting
younger generations as they stuffed backpacks and RAA
staff members Nobuyo Reinsch (VP Safety and Security)
and Bill Whyte (VP Aviation Operations and Technical
Services) guided participants in drafting encouraging
notes—and showed off some unexpected crafting skills.
Following the volunteer event, MTSU’s aviation students
walked the Exhibit Hall, toured University Commons and
learned about the important supply company partners
that keep the regional airline industry humming. The
students shared a laugh with RAA Chairman and Trans
States Holdings President Rick Leach, who called the
MTSU students enthusiasm “inspiring” and pledged our
industry’s support for their drive to become aviation
professionals. Former
FAA Administrator Randy Babbitt, who spoke earlier in
the day on RAA’s “Safety First” General Session panel,
greeted the students with stories about his own journey in

aviation. A standout moment for me was meeting student
pilot Farilyn (Fay) Hurt, who was clad in an Embraer golf
shirt. We walked together to the Embraer booth, where
she detailed her progress towards the commercial flight
deck (she’s just completing her instrument labs). I found
it special to introduce the students to the people behind
the companies who manufacturer, repair or otherwise
support the aircraft they will one day fly.
Student participants included: Wyatt Burnette, Austin
Chittenden, Fiona Duruaku, Jack Lockett, Patrick
McGinnis, Michael Perry, Erin Rink, Ali Abu Alkhair, Farilyn
Hurt, Juliana Jenkins, George Johnson, Alexander Martin,
Parker Pritchard, Burell Washington, Cameron Paschal,
Collin Byrne, Briana McDonald, AnneMarie Mirocha,
Jack Vogt, Lexi Weinzettle and Joseph Zimmerman.
Special thanks to Wendy S. Beckman, Ed.D., Chair and
Professor, Aerospace Department, Middle Tennessee
State University, for envisioning and supporting the event.
—RAA President & CEO Faye Malarkey Black
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Songwriters Round:

Pitch Perfect End to #RAA19 in Music City

NASHVILLE–We could think of no more appropriate close for
a successful Nashville convention than to tap into the city’s
rich, musical community for a fond farewell. Friday’s conventiongoers enjoyed an intimate conversation and listening
session with hit Nashville songwriters during the closing
Happy Hour in the Exhibit Hall. The songwriters opened up
about the personal and moving stories behind hit songs they
wrote for other performers and described the genesis of
some of Country and Top 40’s most beloved songs—a friend’s
mistaken diagnosis (“Live Like You were Dying”/ Tim McGraw/
Songwriter Tim Nichols) to co-writers, each in new relationships, tapping into the energy of falling in love to write the
powerful song (“Amazed”/ Lonestar/Songwriter Marv Green)
and the close collaboration and friendship that develops
among songwriters and performers while working on a song
(“Rich”/Maren Morris/ Songwriter Laura Veltz).
For amateur musicians like me among RAA’s crowd, bonding
with the likes of Veltz, Nichols and Green over the pleasure
of making up silly songs for their own kids or a casual phrase
evolving into a song was a once-in-a-lifetime experience.
Based on the misty eyed attendees singing along, I think
RAA’s conventiongoers agreed, ending the convention on a
high note, indeed.

try songs, including Lonestar’s 1999 single “Amazed,”which
won him a Song of the Year award from Broadcast Music
Incorporated (BMI). Other songs that Green co-wrote include
“True” by George Strait, “Wasted” by Carrie Underwood,
“Consider Me Gone” by Reba McEntire, “Let’s Make Love” by
Tim McGraw and Faith Hill, “Wild in Your Smile” by Dustin
Lynch, “Farmer’s Daughter” by Rodney Atkins, “Stronger
Woman” by Jewel, “Proud of the House We Built” by Brooks
& Dunn, and “Creepin’” by Eric Church. Nichols has written
for several country music singers, including Keith Whitley,
Tim McGraw, Faith Hill, Jo Dee Messina and Alan Jackson.
He and songwriter Zack Turner recorded one album for BNA
Entertainment (now BNA Records) in 1993 as the duo Turner
Nichols, in addition to charting two singles as one half of that
duo. Nichols, along with Craig Wiseman, earned a Grammy
Award for Best Country Song in 2004, for McGraw’s Number
One hit “Live Like You Were Dying.” Other artists who have
recorded Nichols’s material include Tracy Byrd, Patty Loveless
and Lee Ann Womack.—RAA President & CEO Faye Malarkey
Black

RAA’s Songwriter guests included Laura Veltz, Marv Green and
Tim Nichols. Veltz wrote the #1 songs “Drunk Last Night” (Eli
Young Band), “I Could Use a Love Song” (Maren Morris), and
“Speechless” (Dan + Shay). She also wrote the hits “Lonely
Eyes” (Chris Young) and “Rich” (Maren Morris), as well as
songs recorded by Dierks Bentley, Brothers Osborne, Kane
Brown, Devin Dawson, Trent Harmon, Little Big Town, Maddie
& Tae, Reba McEntire, Jake Owen, Carly Pearce, Cassadee
Pope and RaeLynn. Green wrote or co-wrote several #1 coun| 7 | REGIONAL HORIZONS

‘EXCITING’ TIMES
at Cape Air

NASHVILLE—Just ask Cape Air President Linda Markham
how things are going at the carrier. She will quickly tick
off a list of what she describes as “lots of exciting things,”
including new aircraft, expansion of training programs and
the acquisition of a seaplane operation.

The development and acquisition of the Tecnam aircraft
was an important factor in the renewal of the carrier’s EAS
agreements, Markham told reporters during a news conference at the RAA Convention. “The new aircraft will most likely
operate initially in EAS markets,” she said.

Cape Air has always been a leader in staff development,
having launched its innovative Gateway program in 2007 with
JetBlue Airways. New hires at Cape Air are given the chance
to gain flight experience at the regional, and land an interview
with JetBlue after two years of flying. Cape Air has added
similar pilot development partnerships with Spirit Airlines,
Horizon Air and cargo operator Mountain Air.

Last year, Cape Air acquired Shoreline Aviation’s seaplane
operation with an eye to introducing service from Boston
Harbor to the East River at 23rd Street in New York City. Cape
Air is currently seeking to lease a facility in the Boston Harbor.
The deal added a fleet of 11 Caravan 208s. Cape Air has since
added another Caravan in its own livery. —Sandra Arnoult

Prospective pilots who meet the criteria and have 500 flight
hours can fly as a first officer with Cape Air in order to build
up to the 1,500 hours required for an ATP license. They are
then eligible for hiring at a partner airline.

See you next year!

The success of this program led to launch another creative
initiative by Cape Air to establish a training program for
maintenance technicians with Cape Cod Community College
in 2016.
When the carrier went shopping for replacement aircraft for
its Cessna fleet, there was nothing available that suited the
particular needs of Cape Air. So, they issued an RFP with
a list of must-have features. The result was a partnership
with Italian manufacturer, Tecnam, to design and produce
an 11-seat aircraft to eventually replace the current fleet of
Cessna 402s. The order includes eight deliveries in 2019 and
12 in 2020, with an option for 92 additional aircraft over the
next decade. The first two aircraft are expected for delivery
mid-September.
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De Havilland Sets Sights on
New Opportunities

NASHVILLE–The transition of the Bombardier family of
turboprop aircraft, which featured the Q400 program, to the
privately held entity De Havilland Aircraft of Canada has gone
smoothly, company executives said. The final documents
were signed on June 1, and by the next morning some 1,200
Bombardier workers woke up as newly minted De Havilland
employees.

First class would include 10 seats with a 38-inch pitch, 20
seats in business class would have a 36-inch pitch and 20
seats in economy would have a 32-inch pitch. The ability to be
flexible in seat configuration can be seen with the expanded
90-seat version of the Dash 8 operated by SpiceJet in India.
The larger capacity cabins feature slim line seating developed
by French manufacturer Expliseat.

De Havilland, now a subsidiary of Longview Aviation Capital
Corp., will continue to produce, service and support Q400
aircraft, rebranded as the Dash 8-400, from a site in Toronto
that is under sublease with Bombardier through 2023.

North American operators flying the aircraft, include Jazz
Aviation, Horizon Air, WestJet Encore and Porter Airlines.

“I’m really proud to be here representing De Havilland of
Canada,” said Todd Young, Chief Operating Officer of De
Havilland, at the RAA Convention. “So many people are happy
about the brand comeback.”
Young is a 30-year veteran of Bombardier who was most
recently was responsible for the Q400 series program. A clear
advantage he sees from the transition is that De Havilland
operates as a private company, rather than being owned
by stockholders, allowing the company to be “nimble and
flexible.”
Bombardier has delivered 267 Dash 8-300s, 404 Dash 8
-100/200 aircraft and 600 of the larger Dash 8-400s
De Havilland can rely on a well-established support network
left in place by Bombardier with 15 locations in five regions,
including Munich, Johannesburg, Tokyo, Delhi and Sydney.
De Havilland is touting its Dash 8-400, which was originally
marketed as a 70-seat turboprop, as the ideal replacement
for aging fleets of 50-seat regional jet. The Dash 8-400 is
scope clause-compliant in the U.S. and can be configured with
three classes to provide the level of service that “mainline
carriers expect,” said Young.

The aircraft is well-suited for competition with ATR, particularly in Europe, where environmental concerns are a high
priority for airlines, Young said.
One of the main selling points for the Dash 8 is its dispatch
reliability rate of 99.5 percent. The company touts the
the aircraft as offering turboprop economics with jet-like
performance.
In addition to North America and Europe, De Havilland will
also try to market the aircraft in Russia and China. “These are
very important markets for us,” Young said. “We have to figure
out a way to get into the markets and stay competitive.”
De Havilland is willing to go head-to-head in competition with
European manufacturer ATR, Young said. While there may be
a price difference, Young
believes there is a “value
proposition” to consider as
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